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a) in order to use a single password, users will have to remember an additional password and that
can be a real nightmare. for example, a user has recently worked very hard to receive his favorite

sports team live tv. if you do not remember your password the next day, this will create a lot of
problems. each team has a different password and in order to log into their live tv subscription, you

will have to use that password. needless to say, the most common reason for an investor to lose
money in the stock market is chasing the hot tip. 282 in fact, over the past five-year period, the top
10 percent of losses on the nyse, and the top 5 percent on the nasdaq, occurred when the stocks in
question were hot tips. over the five-year period for 1998-2004, hot tips accounted for close to one-

half of all losing trades. when the market price of a stock falls, short sales become extremely
difficult. when you have a roth ira, your tax is only deferred until you begin to withdraw the money. if

you are getting a $5,000 deduction, but you are only withdrawing $1,000 this year, you are not
really taking a $4,000 tax deduction in 2006. advisory studies on the relationship between carbon
levels and human health have been informed by many factors, including the concentration of that

area of the atmosphere that humans breathe and the amount of that concentration of carbon
dioxide. it is important to consider the total amount of carbon dioxide generated by human activities

and the total amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. it is difficult to compare atmospheric
concentrations of carbon dioxide across locations because, for example, humans generate less

carbon dioxide in tropical areas because it takes a lot of energy to grow tropical fruits and
vegetables, whereas we generate a lot more carbon dioxide on the north american prairie than we
do in new york city. however, the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide is overall rising, due
to human activities such as burning fossil fuels and landfills. it is important to understand the rate at

which carbon dioxide is accumulating in the atmosphere and the effects that it has on the
environment.
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